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ABSTRACT: There has been an upsurge of tuberculosis in many parts of the world in the past decade. The high rates of drug-resistant tuberculosis currently reported in many countries are alarming. The most catastrophic phenomenon is the emergence of multidrug-resistant strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. These organisms have caused epidemic outbreaks in nosocomial and health-care settings in the USA and some European countries. In addition to immigration, poverty, alcoholism and intravenous substance abuse, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection has also had a significant impact on the prevalence of drug resistance, since amongst these patient groups a common factor giving rise to drug resistance is noncompliance.

Rapid drug susceptibility tests are needed, and effective chemotherapy regimens with newly developed drugs in combination with traditional second-line antituberculosis agents for established multidrug-resistant tuberculosis are urgently being sought. There is also a quest for other novel modalities of therapy. Measures should be actively adopted to prevent the development of drug resistance. Well formulated short-course chemotherapy as initial treatment and ensurance of compliance are the most important components. The organization of a national tuberculosis control programme with a sound and adequately functioning infrastructure remains the most effective strategy to combat the resurgence of tuberculosis and to curtail drug resistance.

The World Health Organization and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have projected increases in the global incidence of tuberculosis of 36 and 58% in 2000 and 2005, respectively, compared with that of 1990 [1, 2]. Thus, this returned killer is likely to continue to pose a major health problem for the world in the next decade. In addition to the overall numerical increase in cases, the prevalence of drug-resistant tuberculosis is either increasing or still a cause for concern in many parts of the world [3–6]. It is the intention of this article to review the background, basic mechanisms and epidemiology of drug-resistant tuberculosis, and current and future strategies in management.

Basic mechanisms and epidemiology of drug resistance

Drug resistance in Mycobacterium tuberculosis occurs by random, single-step spontaneous mutations at the gene loci of the chromosomes, at a low but predictable frequency. Clinically drug-resistant tuberculosis arises slowly, usually as a result of selection pressure exerted by inadequate therapy. Resistance to one drug is not simultaneously associated or linked with another unrelated drug. However, cross-resistance among members of a similar class, such as the rifamycins and fluoroquinolones, does occur and has significant therapeutic implications. Mutations causing drug resistance in M. tuberculosis can alter one or more genes involved in effective drug action, affecting the primary drug target or the transport system. They may also cause increased synthesis of the target enzyme; thus, rendering the drug less effective to inhibit mycobacterial growth [7].

The probability of incidence of drug-resistant mutants is depicted by the formula: P=1 - (1 - r)n, where P is the probability of incidence of drug-resistant cases, r is the probability of incidence of drug-resistant mutants, and n is the number of bacilli in the lesion [8]. The value of r for rifampicin is 10-8, that for isoniazid, streptomycin, ethambutol, kanamycin and para-aminosalicylic acid is 10-6, and that for ethionamide, capreomycin, cycloserine and thiacetazone is 10-3 [7, 8]. When two drugs are considered simultaneously, the value of r becomes the product of the two individual rs, say 10-12 or 10-14. When three drugs are considered simultaneously, the value of r becomes very low indeed, say 10-18 or 10-20. Thus, the probability of incidence of drug-resistant cases is extremely minimal, or in fact practically nil, when three effective drugs are used for treatment in combination [8, 9].

The number of bacilli (n) in the lesion also influences the probability of drug-resistance, as shown by the earlier
formulas. Cavitary lesions usually contain from $10^8$ to $10^9$ organisms, but based on the aforementioned premise, drug resistance will not take place when three drugs are utilized together [8, 9].

Basically, drug resistance can be further categorized into initial resistance, primary resistance and acquired resistance [9].

Initial resistance is defined as the presence of drug resistance to one or more drugs in a new patient with tuberculosis presenting for treatment. This category includes patients with primary resistance, as well as those patients with undisclosed acquired resistance, who either cannot recall or who conceal prior therapy.

Primary resistance is defined as resistance to antituberculosis drugs in a patient who has never received chemotherapy. It can be caused by infection with drug-resistant organisms from another patient with acquired resistance, or because of infection with naturally resistant wild mutants. For the purposes of this review, the term initial resistance is preferred, as it is often difficult to differentiate primary from undisclosed acquired resistance.

Acquired resistance is defined as resistance to antituberculosis drugs which arises as a result of poor adherence to the recommended regimen or poor prescribing. Emergence of acquired resistance in a patient often leads to treatment failure. Multidrug resistance refers to resistance to more than one antituberculosis drug, and is usually defined as resistance to isoniazid and rifampicin [6, 9].

A high initial resistance rate results from an inefficient national tuberculosis control programme in the past, but a high acquired resistance rate is more likely to represent a poorly functioning national tuberculosis control programme currently in operation [6]. Poor patient compliance is the most common cause for treatment failure and invites the development of drug resistance. Other causes of drug-resistant tuberculosis include inadequate therapy, in particular monotherapy, addition of a single agent to a failing regimen (the addition phenomenon), suboptimum drug dosages, and poor absorption [10–15].

In addition to these patient and physician related factors, there are other issues that may lead to emergence of drug resistance in the management of tuberculosis patients. The first category is related to administrative shortcomings in drug purchase and distribution. These problems may be either quantitative or qualitative, or both, and are especially prevalent in the developing countries [16, 17]. The second category is related to unsatisfactory standards of the pharmaceutical industry. Concern has been raised about the production and marketing of some substandard combined drug formulations with poor bioavailability of the component agents for the treatment of tuberculosis [18]. It is, therefore, crucial to subject all such combinations to stringent bioavailability studies before recommending their use in treatment of tuberculosis [19].

Thus, epidemiologically, several important factors have been found to contribute to the increased risk of drug resistance in general. These include history of previous therapy, birth or recent residence in areas with high prevalence of disease due to resistant bacilli, recent exposure to drug-resistant disease, and cavitary disease [13, 20, 21].

The frequency of initial drug resistance to one or more antituberculosis drugs is estimated to be 1–5% in some European countries, whilst the rates are substantially higher in countries in Africa (5–90%), the Eastern Mediterranean (15–45%) and South East Asia (15–80%) [6, 22]. In the USA, taking aside the methodological differences utilized in the assessment of initial drug resistance in the surveys, there has been some suggestion of a rise of definite magnitude of this index over the last three decades [4, 23]. Preliminary data from Centers for Disease Control also revealed that for the first quarter of 1991, about 3.1% of new and 6.9% of recurrent cases were resistant to rifampicin and isoniazid [3]. In New York City, a recent report noted an initial drug resistance rate of 23%, and an acquired drug resistance rate of 44% to one or more of the standard drugs [24].

Impact of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-infection and social factors

Globally, more than 4 million people are estimated to be co-infected with HIV and M. tuberculosis [25]. Concurrent with this upsurge of co-infection of HIV and tuberculosis is the emergence of drug-resistant tuberculosis, usually multidrug-resistant (MDR-TB) [26, 27]. Before 1990, there were several outbreaks of drug-resistant tuberculosis in the USA. These were outbreaks with relatively slow propagation, involving families, schools and the community [28–31]. Recently, however, a number of institution-based outbreaks of MDR-TB, with the majority of involved subjects infected with HIV, have taken place in the USA. The mortality was found to be very high (often amounting to 80%) and death of patients occurred within a short time after diagnosis (median 4–16 weeks). Furthermore, transmission of MDR-TB among contacts tended to occur very quickly. These included patients, prison guards and health-care workers [32–36].

It is of great importance to realize that contrary to previous belief, drug-resistant organisms are as virulent and infectious as their drug-susceptible counterparts, and these are liable to be transmitted from the source patient to the contact, resulting in exogenous infection [37]. When the contact happens to be an HIV-infected subject, active progression to overt clinical tuberculosis results after exogenous infection, in a similar fashion to reactivation of an old focus. The scenario is worsened by this accelerated disease progression; thus, rapidly furnishing another new exogenous source of infection. A wildfire type of catastrophic spread of these MDR-TB infections in nosocomial or closely similar congregational settings might thus occur. Furthermore, factors have been identified that possibly enhance the rapidity of spread of infection among patients and health-care providers in these outbreaks. These include delay in diagnosis of tuberculosis, delay in recognition of drug resistance with resultant utilization of ineffective initial drug regimens, failure to
strictly observe the recommended isolation precautions, including the lack of appropriate negative-pressure ventilation in the isolation rooms [34, 35]. Consequently, it appears that the guidelines issued by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention with the view to prevention of transmission of tuberculosis in health-care settings, with particular focus on HIV-related issues, should be implemented rapidly [38]. However, some of these guidelines and recommendations might be regarded as sophisticated and extreme in the UK and other European countries [15, 39]. Besides HIV-infected individuals, homeless subjects, alcoholics and intravenous drug abusers also have higher prevalence of drug resistance [40–42]. The common contributory factor is likely to be noncompliance of drug therapy. The spread of disease is enhanced by close contact, such as accommodation in big shelters.

**Laboratory methods for rapid detection of drug-resistance**

At the moment, conventional culture and susceptibility studies using solid media require about 7 weeks [43], and are too slow to provide guidance for drug therapy in MDR-TB. The BACTEC radiometric system, which basically relies on the release of $^{14}\text{CO}_2$ from metabolizing mycobacteria, was found to be useful in providing drug-susceptibility results more rapidly, i.e. within about 3 weeks [44, 45]. In essence, a qualitative technique similar to the proportion method for conventional susceptibility studies using solid media is used to identify drug resistance. If the growth on a drug-containing medium inoculated with $10^2$ dilution is greater than the growth susceptibility studies using solid media is used to identify drug resistance. If the growth on a drug-containing medium inoculated with $10^4$ dilution, the strain is considered to be resistant [44]. Minimal inhibitory concentrations (MICs) of drugs and the effects of different drug combinations on mycobacteria can also be readily determined with the BACTEC procedure [46]. The radiometric method was compared with the conventional procedure for its ability to detect resistant strains to antituberculosis drugs. The correlation was found to be better for multiple-drug-resistant strains [47]. At present, standardized methods and reagents for testing only five of the antituberculosis drugs (streptomycin, rifampicin, isoniazid, ethambutol and pyrazinamide) are commercially available for use in the BACTEC system. Additional antituberculosis drugs can be tested, but testing entails preparation of appropriate dilutions of the drugs to be prepared by the individual laboratories [45].

The next new strategic development in rapid assessment of drug resistance springs from understanding of the molecular biology of MDR organisms. Firstly, there is a possibility of identification of mutated genes. It has been demonstrated that rifampicin resistance is brought about by mutations of the gene encoding the $\beta$-subunit of ribonucleic acid (RNA) polymerase. Rapid identification of rifampicin-resistant mutants is made possible by polymerase chain reaction single-stranded conformation polymorphism, within one day [48]. The analogous setting for isoniazid resistance is less favourable. This is because, although deletion of the Kat G gene that encodes a catalase-peroxidase enzyme was reported as a mechanism of producing isoniazid resistance [49], a number of clinically common isoniazid-resistant strains were found to have the Kat G gene [50]. Therefore, other genes might be responsible for isoniazid resistance, and it seems that multigenic assays may be required for clinical use.

Secondly, based on the observation that deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) fingerprints of *M. tuberculosis* do not change during the development of drug resistance [51], restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis, using insertion element IS986-/IS6110-based DNA probe in particular, can be useful in epidemiological studies in MDR-TB outbreaks [52]. These RFLP patterns derived from patients in an outbreak can allow drug resistance to be simultaneously identified, and, thus, the analysis would be potentially useful for guiding the correct choice of antituberculosis drugs in these difficult-to-treat infections. The utility of these RFLP patterns of isolates from patients have been precisely reported in a number of outbreaks [34, 35],

A novel and most ingenious approach of assessing antimicrobial susceptibilities for MDR-TB organisms has been described to be the luciferase reporter phage [53, 54]. This test appears to be both sensitive and specific. It employs a mycobacteriophage, into which a cloned gene that encodes the luciferase that makes fireflies glow has been inserted. The production of light reveals presence of viable mycobacteria in the specimen, and a "turn-off-the-light" assay has been developed for detection of drug susceptibilities rapidly, within 3 days. However, further validation must be undertaken before the method can be extended for utilization in the clinical setting.

There are clearly problems in trying to apply these new techniques in developing countries, the constraints being both technological and financial. In the economically intermediate countries, the utility of the BACTEC system for selected cases can be considered. A slide culture sensitivity test system, giving results of susceptibilities in about 7 days, might also warrant further investigation under clinical settings in these countries [55].

**Chemotherapy for drug-resistant tuberculosis**

For patients without suspected drug resistance, a 6 month regimen, with an initial phase of daily isoniazid, rifampicin and pyrazinamide for 2 months, followed by a continuation phase of isoniazid and rifampicin for 4 months, has been recommended by the American Thoracic Society and the International Union Against Tuberculosis [56, 57]. In populations with a high rate of initial drug resistance, it would be prudent to add a fourth drug for the initial phase of the regimen, namely ethambutol or streptomycin [57, 58]. Where MDR-TB is common, initial regimens should be based on local surveillance data on drug susceptibilities [59, 60].

For patients who are subsequently known to have organisms resistant to streptomycin, there would obviously be no unfavourable sequelae using the initial regimen
just described. For patients with isoniazid-resistant tuberculosis, there can be two possible approaches. Firstly, a modification of the initial three drug regimen, viz isoniazid, rifampicin and pyrazinamide, is made after 2 months of treatment by either continuation with therapy with rifampicin, pyrazinamide and ethambutol for another 10 months, or with rifampicin and ethambutol for a minimal period of 12 months [59, 61, 62]. Secondly, no modification of the initially administered modern four drug short-course chemotherapeutic regimen is required. There has also been suggestion that patients with organisms with dual resistance to streptomycin and isoniazid can be so managed without significant risk of chemotherapy failure [63, 64]. When patients already have known isoniazid-resistant disease, a 9 month regimen comprising streptomycin, rifampicin, pyrazinamide and ethambutol for 2 months, followed by rifampicin and ethambutol for 7 months, has also been shown to be effective [65]. On the other hand, for patients with isolated rifampicin-resistant tuberculosis, which is rare in the clinical setting, recommendation has been made to treat with isoniazid, pyrazinamide and ethambutol for 18–24 months. For HIV-infected subjects harbouring isoniazid-resistant organisms, continuation therapy of rifampicin and ethambutol up to 18 months has been suggested. For HIV-infected subjects with rifampicin-resistant tuberculosis, a recommendation similar to that for the non-HIV-infected subjects has been made [66].

When MDR-TB is anticipated or considerably likely, a total of 5 or 6 drugs is recommended to be included in the initial treatment regimen. This clinical situation should be anticipated in the following at-risk patient groups: 1) those in hospitals or health-care facilities known to be experiencing outbreaks of MDR-TB; 2) those from geographic regions where MDR-TB is common; and 3) those known to be at risk for MDR-TB, such as HIV-infected patients, intravenous drug abusers or the homeless [13, 58]. When patients have established MDR-TB, the treatment outcomes are usually poor. One large series reported in the USA was concerned with presumably non-HIV-infected patients treated between 1973 and 1983. The overall response rate was only 56% and the mortality was 37%, despite the fact that all patients received a median of four drugs [12]. Drugs available for use for that period included amikacin, capreomycin, kanamycin, viomycin, clofazimine, cycloserine, ethionamide and pyrazinamide, in addition to the five conventional agents utilized in short-course chemotherapeutic viz streptomycin, ethambutol, rifampicin, isoniazid and pyrazinamide.

Para-aminosalicylic acid, ethionamide and cycloserine are time-honoured second-line antituberculosis drugs. They are usually noted for their poor tolerance by patients [14]. Amikacin and kanamycin share a similar chemical structure, and, thus, cross-resistance between these two compounds is relatively common [13, 67].

However, cross-resistance between these two compounds and streptomycin is rare [13]. Cost of amikacin is, however, much higher than kanamycin, and, thus, the latter is preferred whenever applicable [67]. Although there has been some controversy on the specific in vivo antimycobacterial activity of amikacin [13, 67], it is still listed as a potentially useful agent for management of MDR-TB [13]. Capreomycin is, however, only partially cross-resistant with amikacin and kanamycin, and might be useful under circumstances when cross-resistance does not exist [13, 67].

The fluoroquinolones are a group of antibacterial agents that have a possible pivotal role in the treatment of MDR-TB. At present, such in vivo experience has been most favourable with ofloxacin [13, 68–70]. The experience with ciprofloxacin with regard to MDR-TB is much more limited, although the in vivo efficacy against M. tuberculosis has been somewhat ascertained [71]. More recently, sparfloxacin and levofloxacin have been found to have even more favourable MICs against M. tuberculosis in vitro [72, 73]. Moreover, the in vivo activities of these two compounds as assessed in the experimental murine model have also been encouraging [74, 75]. However, the phenomenon of cross-resistance to the quinolones amongst the highly resistant M. tuberculosis strains can pose a therapeutic problem [73, 76]. It has, in fact, been suggested that the use of quinolones in the treatment of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis might be more difficult than originally thought, and unsuccessful treatment of these infections with drugs from this class may jeopardize the efficacy of new class members not yet released for clinical use [76]. Thus, great prudence should be exercised in the prescription of quinolone-containing drug regimens for treatment of MDR-TB.

Rifabutin, a derivative of rifamycin-S has been found to be active against M. tuberculosis in vitro. However, for rifampicin-resistant strains the MICs were found to be much higher, indicating cross-resistance between the two compounds [77]. The data concerning in vivo activity of rifabutin have been somewhat conflicting [78–81]. The most likely cause of the discrepancy, apart from inherent susceptibilities of the strains in question, might be related to the design of the study. One study giving favourable results included fluoroquinolone in the regimens that the patients received [81].

Amoxycillin-clavulanic acid combination was found to have favourable in vitro activity against M. tuberculosis [82, 83]. More recent in vitro data, however, have shown much higher MICs for this β-lactam-β-lactamase inhibitor against M. tuberculosis [13, 84]. One anecdotal report of successful treatment of two MDR-TB cases by such a drug combination has appeared earlier in literature [83]. A subsequent report on more cases vindicates guarded optimism [84]. Clofazimine, the antileprosy agent has distinct activity against Mycobacterium avium-intracellulare [85]. However, its place in the management of MDR-TB requires further delineation [13]. The in vitro activity of macrolides, viz clarithromycin and roxithromycin, against M. tuberculosis have been discouraging when the MICs obtained for most strains studied were compared with the peak serum levels achievable for these drugs [73, 86, 87]. However, as macrolides are concentrated within lung tissues and alveolar macrophages [88], studies using macrophage cell lines might give more valid information on the activity of this class of compounds.
The potential adverse reactions of the second-line old and new antituberculosis drugs have been summarized previously [11, 13]. Most of these are well-known, such as ototoxicity and nephrotoxicity for amikacin, kanamycin and capreomycin. Of further interest is the potential interactive toxicity of drugs used to treat MDR-TB. One such example is the toxicity of cycloserine and ofloxacin on the central nervous system [89]. Rifabutin, in addition to an uncertain place in treatment of MDR-TB, has also been reported to cause adverse haematological reaction [78, 80].

The dosages of the drugs recommended for treatment of MDR-TB have been summarized previously [11, 13]. Table 1 depicts dosages and adverse reactions of a number of antimicrobial agents that are of potential value in the treatment of this condition. There has been some suggestion, however, that ofloxacin would be therapeutically more effective when given as a single dose once daily [69, 70]. Cycloserine or ethionamide is also more bactericidal when the total required daily dose of the drug is administered in two split portions per day, or once a day if tolerable [69, 70, 89]. More favourable outcomes might be anticipated in patients who manage to tolerate these scheduling manoeuvres. As for ciprofloxacin, the data concerning optimum dosage and frequency of administration have been rather limited.

The adequate duration of therapy for MDR-TB has not been clearly identified, because of difficulty of performing randomized clinical studies. The duration that has been recommended in the USA is 18–24 months at least, or 24 months after sputum culture conversion from positivity to negativity for HIV-negative subjects. That recommended for HIV-positive subjects would be 24 months after sputum bacteriological conversion [13, 66]. Concerning the number of drugs required for treating confirmed MDR-TB, the minimal requirement would be at least three drugs to which the organisms are still susceptible [57, 62]. More drugs administered concomitantly, if tolerated, would be likely to be beneficial, and, thus, recommended [13, 69, 70].

Finally, therapy for MDR-TB should be commenced in hospital, to allow monitoring of drug intolerance and toxicity. Compliance must be further enforced at this stage. Attention to attendant measures to contain the spread of disease within the hospital must be taken.

### Patient compliance and drug-resistant tuberculosis

Noncompliance with therapy is the greatest problem in the control of tuberculosis. It can result in treatment failure and development of drug resistance. Compliance with antituberculosis chemotherapy involves several participants, each with a specific role to play. Notwithstanding this complex orchestra, the most important person remains the patient himself. Recognizing noncompliant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of drug</th>
<th>Usual adult total daily dosage*</th>
<th>Frequent</th>
<th>Possible adverse reactions</th>
<th>Uncommon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethambutol</td>
<td>15–25 mg·kg(^{-1})</td>
<td>Asymptomatic hyperuricaemia</td>
<td>Optic neuritis (often dose-related), peripheral neuritis, skin rash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrazinamide</td>
<td>1.5 g–2.0 g</td>
<td>Asymptomatic hyperuricaemia, gastrointestinal disturbance, arthralgia</td>
<td>Clinical gout, hepatitis (often dose-related), sideroblastic anaemia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amikacin</td>
<td>15 mg·kg(^{-1}) (5× a week)</td>
<td>Ototoxicity: ataxia, vertigo, hearing loss (usually dose- and duration-related; also more frequent in elderly patients)</td>
<td>Nephrotoxicity: deranged renal function biochemically, clinical renal failure (usually dose- and duration-related; also more frequent in elderly patients)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanamycin</td>
<td>15 mg·kg(^{-1}) (5× a week)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capreomycin</td>
<td>15 mg·kg(^{-1}) (5× a week)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ofloxacin</td>
<td>600–800 mg</td>
<td>Gastrointestinal disturbance, insomnia</td>
<td>Anxiety, headache, hand tremor, seizure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciprofloxacin</td>
<td>750–1500 mg (?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethionamide</td>
<td>750 mg</td>
<td>Anorexia, nausea, metallic taste in mouth, vomiting, depression</td>
<td>Convulsion, peripheral neuritis, hepatitis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycloserine</td>
<td>750 mg</td>
<td>Depression, memory loss, headache, irritability, paranoid and catatonic reaction</td>
<td>Severe psychosis, convulsion, sideroblastic anaemia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para-aminosalicylic acid (PAS)</td>
<td>10–12 g</td>
<td>Nausea, bloating and diarrhoea</td>
<td>Drug fever, hypothyroidism, hepatitis, blood dyscrasias including haemolysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* dosages assuming normal hepatic and renal function.
behaviour is more easily said than done. It seems that introducing ways of reduction of noncompliance would be logical and more cost-effective. But the most important means of ensuring compliance is, in fact, the implementation of directly observed therapy (DOT), which can be achieved with daily, twice weekly or thrice weekly administration of medication with presently available regimens [57, 58, 90, 91]. Even high-risk groups for noncompliance, such as homeless individuals and patients with drug-resistant disease, have responded to such therapy [92, 93]. Organization of DOT and comprehensive services certainly have significant financial implications, but the cost of treating patients with MDR-TB even in small numbers is enormously larger [3, 91].

Other modalities of therapy for drug-resistant tuberculosis

Surgery

Surgical resection of diseased lung as an adjunct to medical therapy can be employed in patients with drug-resistant tuberculosis. This would be the indication mainly in patients receiving unsatisfactory drug regimens due to lack of active drugs found from in vitro susceptibility tests, and in patients with destroyed lung parenchyma and/or empyema where drug penetration can be problematic. Patients with sufficiently localized disease and expectation of adequate postsurgery cardiopulmonary capacity are most suitable. The outcomes have been found to be rewarding in experienced hands [94, 95]. Nevertheless, the risk of postoperative bronchial fistula formation, which can be associated with significant morbidity and even mortality especially in patients with high bacillary load, should be borne in mind.

Immunotherapy

For some time, cytokines have been suspected to have a role in the immunoregulation and pathogenesis of tuberculosis. Furthermore, there has been some evidence that the imbalance of profiles of cytokines, or qualitative alteration of cytokine toxicity to tissues which are rendered susceptible, may be responsible for the different types of immunological response to M. tuberculosis. The Koch phenomenon has traditionally been viewed as a destructive type of immunological reaction resulting in caseous necrosis in histopathology. The other alternative type of cell-mediated response has now been regarded as a protective immunity [96, 97]. Thus, if it is possible to provide a switch of cytokine profile, a protective immunity might be established [98]. *Mycobacterium vaccae*, a saprophytic mycobacterial species, when killed by autoclaving and made into a vaccine (NCTC-11659), might be able to confer protective immunity by such a postulated mechanism, following the recognition of the common mycobacterial antigen that is non-species specific and shared between the slow-growers, the fast-growers and the non-cultivable mycobacteria by the host’s immune system [97, 98]. A few preliminary anecdotal reports have shown some usefulness of this type of immunotherapy in patients with drug-resistant tuberculosis in Africa, Vietnam, Iran and Romania [98–100]. However, clearly, much more effort is required to delineate the specific role of *M. vaccae* immunotherapy in MDR-TB.

In conclusion, tuberculosis, once the white plague, is about to return, which is, in many countries, due to the declining infrastructure both of tuberculosis control and treatment programmes [3]. In many developing countries, in Africa and in Asia, only incomplete tuberculosis programmes are in existence. Amongst countries in these two continents where tuberculosis control programmes have been successfully implemented with the modern short-course chemotherapy, the outcomes have been quite favourable and drug-resistance rates have substantially declined or are expected to decline [101, 102]. Thus, to combat tuberculosis, and in particular, its most serious form, viz drug-resistant tuberculosis, establishment or resurrection of a good national tuberculosis control programme leaves no time for complacency. The potential threat of the upsurge of drug-resistant tuberculosis in the face of the HIV epidemic that has exploded in Africa, and will probably do so in some countries of Asia [103] in the near future, should provide the strongest impetus for such programme development or reinforcement by government health authorities.
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